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Visual Element
+Draw()
+Move()
+Resize()
+Remove()
+Exists()

«interface»
IBeamProvider
+GetNumBeams()
+GetBeamDelay()

Beam
Target

Explosion

-beginPoint
-endPoint
-currPoint
-lineColor
-headColor
+GetCurrPoint()

Spaceship
-direction

+GetTargetSpot()
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Canvas

Constructor:
- City(CityIndex) - Initializes the bounding box
and the position of the city. CityIndex ranges
from 0 to NUM_CITIES-1.

Background
-startColor
-endColor
+SetStartColor(in startColor)
+SetEndColor(in endColor)

City

0..6

Methods:
- Draw() - Draws the city in the initialized
position using a texture from the TextureManager.

+ctor(in cityIndex : int)
+GetBoundingBox() : BoundingBox

Rocket Station
-rocketSpeed
Game
0..3

+ctor(in rocketSpeed)
+GetRocketSpeed()
+GetNumRockets() : int
+RemoveRocket()
+Reset()

Rocket
1

0..12

1
Score
-currScore

ore keeps track of points
warded to the player

+ResetScore()
+GetScore()
+AddScore()

Level
-currLevel : int
+NextLevel() : bool
+LoadLevel(in levelNo : int) : void
+GetLevelNumber() : int
+GetBackgroundColor() : Color
+GetGroundTextureKey() : string
+GetEvent(in levelTime : double) : EventDesc
Fields:
- currLevel - A level counter. It contains
the current level number.
Methods:
- NextLevel() - Increases the level counter and loads
the level. Returns true if the level loaded successfully
i.e. if there are still any levels available.
- LoadLevel(levelNo) - Loads a specified
level. Used for diagnostics and level design purposes.
- GetEvent(levelTime) - Returns the next event description
such as "create 10 laser beams).

It may be more efficient to keep
the number of rockets as a numeric
value rather than the collection of rockets.

«enumeration»
Game State
+Init
+LoadLevel
+Play
+Pause
+Quit
+LevelCompleted
+GameOver
+GameCompleted

The Reset() method sets the number
of rockets in a rocket station to 12.

0..*
Spaceship

0..*

Explosion
-isRocketExplosion : bool
+TestCollision(in Point)
+TestCollision(in BoundingBox)
+Expand()

0..*

Rocket Trace

0..*

Laser Beam
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the point P(x,y) is the position of the left-up
corner of the bounding box relative to its
container i.e. canvas.

Keeps top records; players can create
their own entries when they finish the game
LevelDesc

BoundingBox

-backgroundStartColor
-backgroundEndColor
-groundTextureKey

HighScoreTable
+LoadEntries()
+AddEntry()

1

The collection of EventDesc contains
events such as "create 10 laser beams" or
"create a sputnik" sorted by their delay.

- NumBeams is the number of generated
laser beams by SplitBeam, Plane, or Sputnik

This collection may require keeping some
aggregated information such as the number
of laser beam groups, the number of
split beams, or the number of spaceships.

1..*
«enumeration»
ObjectType
+LaserBeam
+SplitBeam
+Plane
+Sputnik
+Saucer

«enumeration»
TextureKey
+City
+Rocket
+PlaneLeft
+PlaneRight
+Sputnik
+Saucer
+Ground1-5

EventDesc
It can be implemented as
a FIFO or LIFO (depending on the sorting)
as the elements already processed
are no longer needed.

-objectType
-delay
-speed
-numBeams

Timer
Texture Manager
+LoadTextures()

-x : float
-y : float
-width : int
-height : int

+GetGameTime()
+GetLevelTime()
+GetTimeDelta()

LoadTextures() loads all textures from a disk.
This method should be called during game
initialization.

1

0..*
HighScoreEntry
-playerName
-score

Color

